It is courageous for a woman to recognize her addiction and seek the help she needs when she has been living in the shadows of drugs and sexual exploitation. It is also brave to stand up to offer her support and accompany her in her journey to recovery. This is precisely what we do at Santa Maria Hostel.

Drug addiction and human trafficking go hand in hand. In many instances, substance abuse and drug addiction lead to prostitution. An addicted woman will often turn to prostitution in order to support her drug addiction. This vicious cycle can often lead them to become victims of sexual exploitation or human trafficking. In other cases, women turn to drug use as a coping mechanism to deal with the trauma of sexual exploitation or trafficking. Perpetrators have also been known to use drugs to control their victims, making it harder for them to resist and get help.

Many of these victims suffer from severe trauma, depression, anxiety, and other mental health issues as a result of the difficult lives they live. Overcoming trauma and mental health issues at the same time as dealing with the issues of their substance use dependency may be difficult, but with the right health care treatment, extensive support and training, recovery is possible.

The Women’s Access Project for Houston (WAPH) is a collaborative effort between the Department of Family and Community Medicine (DFCM) at Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), Houston Area Community Services (HACS) and Santa Maria Hostel (SMH). It is targeted to low income or homeless minority women who have a history of incarceration, addiction to substances and/or involvement with prostitution or sex trafficking. By connecting the clients with the services they need and providing them with the resources they require, the WAPH project empowers women, increasing self-esteem, self-sufficiency and psychosocial functioning in relation to housing, employment, criminal justice involvement, and health as well as to decreasing the frequency of mental health and trauma symptoms.

This program begins with street outreach as well as outreach inside correctional facilities and the local jail system. The SMH Recovery Coaches and staff from HACS work hard to connect with the individuals and offer them a holistic approach in the treatment of substance use disorder. The Coaches meet the individual and determine exactly where they are at in their path of recovery and work with them side by side to choose their own solution and put together a personalized recovery wellness plan. Once a woman enters treatment, she has access to specialized counselors who work with her to address her trauma history and its relationship to her substance use dependency. Often it is the first time a woman has trusted enough to open up about the trauma she has endured.

We understand there is a real struggle for these women. Their addiction makes them vulnerable. Coercion from others to offer sex against their will is ever present. It is very hard for them to break this vicious cycle on their own. The WAPH project at Santa Maria Hostel provides these women the opportunity and hope they so deserve with the ultimate goal being a path to recovery and long term wellness.

RECOVERY IS POSSIBLE.
SONJA’S NEW LIFE

At a very young age Sonja found herself drinking alcohol as a way to suppress the trauma she had gone through in her childhood. Later on she found in cocaine the consolation she needed when life just simply wasn’t going her way.

She had a tough childhood. Her dad passed away when she was 6 years old. She grew up watching her mother and grandmother suffer from alcoholism. Her mom passed away at the age of 44 from cirrhosis of the liver. Two of her uncles also died of the same disease. “It runs in my family”, she said. “So I knew I had to do something different with my life.”

As a result of her addiction, she ran into problems with the law and was charged with both assault and possession of narcotics, resulting in 2 years of probation. During this time, Sonja realized that in order to put her life in order and break from her family’s history, she had to be honest with herself and surrender – so she asked for help.

“I was so nervous to go to jail; I didn’t know what to expect. It was hard, but I just knew I had to do it”. Her family was supportive, and they knew Sonja was determined; she wanted to do it for herself but also for her 10 year old daughter who is living with her grandmother while she seeks treatment.

After a month and a half at the Harris County Jail, Sonja was transferred to Santa Maria Hostel where she was admitted into residential treatment and was introduced to the Women’s Access Project Houston (WAPH). She completed 3 months of the WAPH Program while in residential treatment, followed by 4 months as outpatient. While still in treatment she suffered the loss of 2 family members: her uncle and cousin, both deaths within a week of each other. These unfortunate events lead Sonja to a relapse. “Luckily I had the best team of counselors and coaches who took me under their wings from day one. They know that things can happen and are here not to judge but to help me in my recovery.”

This episode of relapse reminded Sonja to stay humble, to work on sobriety and recovery every single day. “In order to deal with addiction I have to deal with my trauma and my emotions. I had to start by forgiving my mother, my grandmother and especially myself.” “I have a lot of ‘wow’ moments, where I am able to recognize the reason behind my actions and that gives me so much confidence in myself… I don’t regret anything that has happened because thanks to my past I am who I am today. Recovery has made me a better person.” “I’m forever grateful to SMH for the role it has played in my life. It has been a life changing experience. They change lives for real, they changed mine.”

Now Sonja is part of the Transitional Living program (HUD) at SMH, which she calls her “safe heaven”. She now has a full time job, studies Business Administration at South University, serves as a member of the Peer Advisory Council of SMH and has big dreams for herself. “Sometimes it’s overwhelming but I just feel determined. I prioritize and I get it done. I find motivation when I look back at how far I’ve come and how much I’ve grown as a person. I’m putting in the work now and the sky is the limit”.

SMH and her Recovery Support Team made such an impact in Sonja’s life that she wants to advocate for recovery as a way to give back. “I turned my life around and I’m making the difference in my family… because I’m doing things differently. Now I want to make the difference in someone else’s life too”.

FAMILY FUN DAY

A big thank you to BMC Houston, especially to Tom Telleson and Jennifer Wall for successfully organizing the BMC Bison Family Fun Day at Bonita House on November 12th. The women and children thoroughly enjoyed an afternoon filled with excitement and entertainment. From the door prizes to the bouncy houses, the petting zoo, arts and crafts activities and to the wonderful meal you provided made this day memorable to our children and families.

“I turned my life around and I’m making the difference in my family.” — Sonja

A SHOPPING MALL

A very special Thank you to ELEVATE CHURCH, Meagan Williams and their wonderful members for bringing so much joy to all the women and children of SMH on December 23rd.

Our cafeteria was turned into a shopping mall where our moms were able to “buy” age appropriate toys for their kids and even have them nicely wrapped as part of their shopping experience. This event was truly a gift, thank you for your kindness!
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It is courageous for a woman to recognize her addiction and seek the help she needs when she has been living in the shadows of drugs and sexual exploitation. It is also brave to stand up to offer her support and accompany her in her journey to recovery. This is precisely what we do at Santa Maria Hostel.

Drug addiction and human trafficking go hand in hand. In many instances, substance abuse and drug addiction lead to prostitution. An addicted woman will often turn to prostitution in order to support her drug addiction. This vicious cycle can often lead them to become victims of sexual exploitation or human trafficking. In other cases, women turn to drug use as a coping mechanism to deal with the trauma of sexual exploitation or trafficking. Perpetrators have also been known to use drugs to control their victims, making it harder for them to resist and get help.

Many of these victims suffer from severe trauma, depression, anxiety, and other mental health issues as a result of the difficult lives they live. Overcoming trauma and mental health issues at the same time as dealing with the issues of their substance use dependency may be difficult, but with the right healthcare treatment, extensive support and training, recovery is possible.

The Women's Access Project for Houston (WAPH) is a collaborative effort between the Department of Family and Community Medicine (DFCM) at Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), Houston Area Community Services (HACS) and Santa Maria Hostel (SMH). It is targeted to low income or homeless minority women who have a history of incarceration, addiction to substances and/or involvement with prostitution or sex trafficking. By connecting the clients with the services they need and providing them with the resources they require, the WAPH project empowers women, increasing self-esteem, self-sufficiency and psychosocial functioning in relation to housing, employment, criminal justice involvement, and health as well as to decreasing the frequency of mental health and trauma symptoms.

This program begins with street outreach as well as outreach inside correctional facilities and the local jail system. The SMH Recovery Coaches and staff from HACS work hard to connect with the individuals and offer them a holistic approach in the treatment of substance use disorder. The Coaches meet the individual and determine exactly where they are at in their path of recovery and work with them side by side to choose their own solution and put together a personalized recovery wellness plan. Once a woman enters treatment, she has access to specialized counselors who work with her to address her trauma history and its relationship to her substance use dependency. Often it is the first time a woman has trusted enough to open up about the trauma she has endured.

We understand there is a real struggle for these women. Their addiction makes them vulnerable. Coercion from others to offer sex against their will is ever present. It is very hard for them to break this vicious cycle on their own.

The WAPH project at Santa Maria Hostel provides these women the opportunity and hope they so deserve with the ultimate goal being a path to recovery and long term wellness.

WANT TO RECEIVE PATHWAYS ELECTRONICALLY?
Email: msalgado@santamariahostel.org

WISH LIST 2017

PLEASE CONSIDER DONATING THESE ITEMS SO THAT YOU CAN HELP US MEET OUR CLIENT’S NEEDS.

- Financial Contributions
- Children's books for ages 4-10
- Educational material for ages 4-10
- Coloring books, arts and crafts supplies
- Personal care items for women
- Bath and Face towels
- Baby diapers
- Baby wipes
- Baby bottles
- Infant Formula
- Infant and Childrens Clothing
- Infant Bedding, including receiving blankets
- Diaper bags
- Car seats
- Strollers

Make sure to “Like” us on Facebook